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Collecting the fifty most iconic illustrations from the book Women in Science, this box of 100

postcards is the perfect gift for fans of Rachel's work, budding scientists and anyone who wishes to

champion the great contribution women have made to all branches of science. From well known

figures like Marie Curie to unsung heroes, these cards are perfect to send as greetings or hang as

mini artistic masterworks.
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RACHEL IGNOTOFSKY is an illustrator and designer. She graduated from Tyler School of Art's

graphic design program and formerly worked as a senior designer and illustrator at Hallmark

Greetings. Rachel and her work have been featured in many print and online media outlets such as

@Instagram, Babble, The Huffington Post, Scientific American, and Buzzfeed.

I preordered these a few weeks ago after deciding I'd start writing postcards to my representatives.

They arrived yesterday, and they do not disappoint. They come in a nice box, and the postcards are

heavy-weight and high quality. I also love that they have lines where the address goes, which helps

me determine more easily how much extra space I have to write my message.Also, the art is lovely

and detailed, and each one describes what that particular scientist did. I'm hoping she comes out

with other postcard lines.

I was looking for postcard to send to my climate change denying senator and thought these would



be perfect! Each post card has a woman in science with facts about her chosen field of study as well

as an interesting image of the woman and tools she would have used in her work (telescopes,

scales, microscopes, etc). The cards are a nice weight too. They are thick enough that they aren't

just going to crumble in the mail. Highly recommend! There are 50 designs and 2 copies of each

design for a total of 100 postcards.

High quality, beautifully designed and educational. I'm learning about an amazing woman every time

I send a postcard :)

Beautiful cards. I think the Postcrossing community will love them. Nice, thick card stock too.

I love these! I bought them with the intention of using them to send to my congressmen (yes, mine

are all men) for various issues. Now I'm convinced I'll have to keep at least a few of them for myself.

They are lovely, perfectly sized, and informative. I've never heard of a lot of these women and I'm

looking forward to educating myself and maybe my congressmen, too. Highly recommend!

Two (2) TWO full sets of fifty cards!!! One to keep and one to give away! Keep the box - it's

well-made and sturdy - and has a flip-top lid.These cards match the book of the same name: these

cards have the illustration of the scientist on the front (the exact illustration from the book) and the

back is that of a post card (lines for address, place for text and stamp).Great to send, to mount and

frame or to hand out as party favours!

I absolutely love her work. I found these art prints on her Etsy site and really wanted to purchase

them for my daughters bedroom, but I really couldn't afford more than one. I was so excited to find

them as postcards! It is much more affordable and I'll still be able to hang them in my daughters

bedroom as a group. They are very well made and high quality. I would absolutely recommend this

product. I will be mailing the other 50 since they come with two of each postcard, or 50 unique

designs, each printed twice.

Two sets of 50 postcards. Love the illustrations.
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